Office of the Convener, Combined Paramedical Counseling 2020-21
Jt. Director, Medical Education & Training, Odisha, Office of DMET(O), Bhubaneswar
e-mail- convenerdmetodisha@gmail.com
******

NOTICE
Students, who are already admitted in different Allied Medical / Paramedical Courses through the Combined
Paramedical Counseling2020-21 are here by instructed to follow the guidelines , if they want to surrender their
admitted seats / resign from their admitted seats , which are as under.
1. Students, those who are provisionally admitted during the 1st Round Counseling , and want to withdraw their
admission by surrendering the admitted seat / or want to resign from that seat, need to submit a self hand
written application to the Convener, and should e-mail the scan copy of the application (written by Candidate
himself / herself) along with the documents submitted at the time of online admission, that is , signed
Allotment-Cum-Admission letter, CLC, and Payment Challan before 29/11/2020 (5 pm).
2. Students, those who will be provisionally admitted during the Spot / Final Round Counseling , and want to
withdraw their admission by surrendering the admitted seat / or want to resign from that seat, need to submit a
self hand written application to the Convener, and should e-mail the scan copy of the application (written by
Candidate himself / herself) along with the documents submitted at the time of online admission, that is ,
signed Allotment-Cum-Admission letter, CLC, and Payment Challan before 14/12/2020 (5 pm).
3. As per the guidelines, if any admitted student surrender/ resign from their admitted seats, before the Spot/
Final round that is 01/12/2020, then, he/she will be refunded the amount after deduction of 10% from the
admission fee deposited. And for this the candidate need to submit the clear scan copy of the Bank Account
which should be in his / her Name only.
4. In case, any student want to student surrender/ resign from their admitted seats, after the Spot/ Final/ Mop-up
round, that is 14/12/2020, then he/she can do so, by submitting an application as per the instructions
mentioned ion above para, but in such cases, No admission fee will be refunded.
5. Any student, either admitted or not admitted in first round are eligible for choice locking in Spot / Final / Mop
up round.
6. All the vacant seats after the 1st round will be treated as General Seats (UR) and no reservation will be applied
for Spot / Final / Mopup round.
7. If, a Student already admitted in 1st Round and exercises fresh choices in Spot / Final / Mop-up round, and
gets allotment, it is compulsory to do admission, as after getting allotment in Spot / Final / Mopup round,
automatically his /her 1st round admitted seat will be vacant and will be allotted to the next rank holder (if
choices are there). So, students are advised, only to give better choices than their presently admitted courses/
colleges.
8. If any student, admitted in 1st round are not allotted any College / Courses of their Choice in Spot / Final /
Mopup round, then their First Round Admission will remain intact and will not be changed.
9. First round admitted Seat will be automatically deemed to be vacated, if at any case, the same candidate is
getting allotment in Spot / Final / Mopup round.
10. Separate Instructions for Spot / Final / Mopup round choice locking will be published in this website in due
course of time.
11. The decision of the Chairman, Combined Paramedical Counseling 2020-21 will be final and binding, incase
any dispute arises in above guidelines.
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